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1 - INTRODUCTION

The french approach for fast subassembly project is to analyse

each component part of the subassembly and each basic phenomenon

to estimate the total behaviour.

The VULKIN code describes the mechanical behaviour of a clad

alone.

A cladding damage parameter is calculated from the observed defor-

mations. When it is greater than a fixed value we consider that

the rupture probability is'TOt negligible.

But this function is not the only one limit for the irradiation

project. Other limits are bound to other problems : no fuel melting

bundle t interaction behaviour.

2 - VULKIN CODE - PRESENTATION

The VULKIN code gives the evolution of stresses and strains

distribution in the thickness of the cladd with the hypothesis of

revolution symmetry.

This programm takes into account temperature dilatation and radial

thermal gradient, fission gas pressure and steel swelling due to

neutron flux.

The fuel clad mechanical interaction is not described by this

model. Experimental results show that its influence j s negligeable

for the most usual subassemblies but, if it is necessary»a special JJ

calculation is obtained using a specific code like TUREN described,

in another paper.

This model does not consider the stresses and strains resulting

from interaction between bundle, and wrapper . An other model

describes the bundle behaviour and determinates diametral defor-

mation limit from the subassembly geometrical characteristics.

The clad is considered as an elasto-plastic element. Plastic flows

instantaneous, (thermal creep or irradiation creep are determined

at each time.

The data of this code are the geometry, the irradiation parameters

(temperature, dose) the fission ga's pressure evolution, the

swelling law and the experimental relations for thermal and irra-

diation creep.

The mechanical resolution is classical : the clad is divided into

concentric rings.

At each time the equations resuiting* from the equilibrium of strengths

and compatibility of displacements are resolved.

The cladding damage function is proportional to the thermal creep

and instantaneous plastic deformations. Swelling and irradiation

creep are regarded as no dammaging prosses.

The limit values for platicity or thermal creep are deduced from

specific rupture experiments on irradiated steel according to a

security factor.
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